
























Finance and Accounting Department

Based on the Branch’s development strategy, the Finance and Accounting Department formulates business plans, 

Information Technology Department

HR and Administration Department 

Internal Audit Department

Compliance Department
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The year 2020 was an extraordinary year. In 2020, facing the disruptions of the novel coronavirus and uncertain factors, the

Management of branch pursued the decisions and plans of Headquarters, acted upon the working guideline of “adherence to the

guidance of strict governance, customer �rst and serving the real economy, technology driven and value creation, international

vision, pragmatic transformation and reform, and solid foundation by risk control and talent-oriented development” in real earnest

, solidi�ed the foundation for sound development and made new breakthrough in transformation and innovation, and paid efforts

to maintain stable and coordinated operations, thereby faring better than expected. 

Making progress while pressing stably ahead with the quality and momentum improvement of operations. At the

same time ofscarifying a reasonable portion of pro�t to the local real economy to support the government and enterprise, the

Bank strove to tap potential and raise cost effectiveness, and achieved hard-won growth in 2020. In terms of pro�tability, the Bank

recorded USD 32.85 million in net pro�t, representing nearly an increase of 5% from the previous year. With all kinds of risks

under effective control, the Bank continued to maintain asset quality, the NPL balance remains as zero for 9 years. Cost-to-income

ratio stood at 15.01%, staying in a satisfactory level in the industry.

Serving the real economy to the best of our abilities as a responsible international bank. In order to serve the real

economy, the Bank gave high priority to sectors of transportation, infrastructure, electricity production and supply. Cooperating

closely with ICBC Ltd. (Asia), the Bank participated in syndicated loans for Siem Reap Angkor International Airport Project and

China Huadian Hongkong company Ltd power plant project, provide more support for implement of the Belt and Road Initiative

project and Cambodia’s Rectangular Strategy. The Bank also actively developed Correspondent Banking with Asian Infrastructure

Investment Bank to support the Communication infrastructure construction in Cambodia.

Stepping up risk management with the systemic concept. The Bank improved the enterprise risk management system, stuck

to the route of “active prevention, smart control and comprehensive management”, put in place the four-pronged risk

management approach to people, money, defense line and bottom line, and realized the full coverage and precise control of risks

in each segment and all types of risks. The Bank strengthened the analysis and anticipation of market conditions, dynamically revised

the investing and trading strategies, and continued to improve the capacity for identifying, measuring, giving early warning on

and controlling market risks to effectively tackle market �uctuations. The Bank continued to manage operational, liquidity and

reputational risks well, fostered the compliance culture and performed compliance management.

Boosting transformation and innovation while deepening strategy implementation. Being customer-centric, the Bank refined the

marketing system, further solidified the customer base. The Bank saw an increase of USD 465 million in deposits (including personal

deposits and corporate deposits), hitting a high level in history. The Bank optimized the development strategy, improved all-around

services, and effectively served global and diversified needs of customers. As the first bank in Cambodia who can pay through

various channels, the Bank actively developed bank acquiring online business to assist the enterprise during Covid-19 epidemic,

reaching an addition of over RMB 250 million （approximately USD 40 million）.

In general, the world’s long-term sound economic growth fundamentals will not change in 2021. With the launch of the new

three-year plan, the Bank has entered into a new period of business development. We will firmly take the characteristic of economic

recovery into consideration, proceed accordingly to the “stable, new, optimal and strong” orientation of development, apply the

method of “Three Comparisons, Three Reviews and Three Improvements” into our work, and perfect the pattern of “bringing out

our strengths to make up for our weaknesses and laying a solid foundation”. We will carry out all the tasks of the new three-year

plan, make financial services more adaptive, competitive and inclusive, and endeavor to better support the Cambodia economy’s

development through our high-quality development, risk control and transformation. We are confident to take each step forward

solidly in the new period of business development, leveraging our foresight that transcends time and space and prudent, cross-cycle

advantage to repay the trust and support of all the customers and friends with more stellar results.
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Further taping cooperation with local MFIs and banks, extending business scale from funds and loan to clearing, technology,

bank card, Reminbi businesses and derivative transactions, meanwhile control risk exposure appropriately. 

Continue to promote the KHR loan to all clients in order to meet the minimum 10% KHR loan as NBC requirement.

Continue to keep a good relationship with the local and overseas financial institution in order to seek the cooperation

opportunity in syndication loan.

Developing trade �nance business, choose target clients who have demands for cross-border trade, strengthen interaction

and cooperation between domestic and overseas institutions, take the advantages of global networks for purpose of

expansion of cross-border �nance. In the other hand, the import-export client will bring the Branch more settlement

business as well as fund precipitation in order to increase the deposit collection balance of the Branch.
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Vigorously absorb USD and KHR deposite from local customer by appropriate raisinginterest rate, make effort
to expant customer base for new deposit, and stabilize thederivative deposot from loan business. The Branch
should explore desposit market to supplement source of funs and replace high-cost funds gradually.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES

17A n n u a l R e p o r t

eligible high-quality liquid assets to cover future funding outflow in the next month.
For the purpose of keeping safe level of LCR, the Branch has set up the waming level of LCR.

Proactively expand the sources to acquire fund, actively participate in NBC’sbidding for KHR funds to satisfy the needs for 
granting KHR loans, increasethe numbers of the transaction counterparties within and external to the ICBC Group, and also
request the counter-party to enlarge the limit which is givento the Branch. The Branch should ensure an increase of the portion
of comparatively long term borrowings or long term deposit from other banks and �nancial institutions in order to ensure
the LCR conforming with the regulations by NBC; 

Vigorously absorb USD and KHR deposits from local customer by appropriate raising interest rate, make e�ort to
expand customer base for new deposit, and stabilize the derivative deposit from loan business. The Branch should
explore deposit market to supplement source of funds and replace high-cost funds gradually.

adjusted to 100% from January 1st 2020.











Lin Shiqiang
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

Basis for Opinion

Opinion

Emphasis of Matter - Comparative Information

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the �nancial statements in accordance CIFRSs, and
for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of �nancial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the �nancial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Branch’s ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless
management either intends to liquidate the Branch or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. 

Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Branch’s �nancial reporting process. 

referred to as “the �nanacial statements”)

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the 

Financial Statements.
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’ report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with CISAs will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected 

As part of an audit in accordance with CISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism 
throughout the audit. We also:

Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements

For KPMG Cambodia Ltd

Taing YoukFong
Partner
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia 
Date: 31 March 2021

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of


